WAND Quarterly Meeting – January 23, 2019
Attendees:
Tali Koziol Thomason, Andrea Sullivan, Noelle Strom, Faun Lee, Katherine Haywood, Becca Stinn

**Clothing Exchange Recap**
- Discussion to repeat in the spring for summer clothes
- Possibility of clothing exchange for children.

**Women's conference overview – March 8th**
- Robin Morgan Award selected by WAND
- Volunteers for staff committee award selection
- Award goes to those who have been a service to women at DU
- Looking for raffle prizes – please get in contact with Tali if you have potential prizes

**Bylaws of WAND**
- Change from monthly to quarterly meetings
- Quarterly event – Adopt and family, clothing exchange, etc.
- Quarterly coffee or happy hour with other organizations on campus
- Develop a WAND 14er pathway with HRIC
- Monthly newsletter including issues important to women on DU’s campus
  - Vote to change ByLaws
    - Yea: 6 unanimous; off-site yea vote by Sam Valliere
    - Nay: NA

**New logo**
- Bolding “staff”
- University of Denver added below
  - Vote to change Logo
    - Yea: 6 unanimous
    - Nay: NA

**Vote for Noelle Strom as Treasurer**
- Noelle Strom self-nomination
- Yea: 6 unanimous
- Nay: NA

**Event proposals**
- DU Observatory tour
- Greenhouse Tour
- Cooking class at the School of Hospitality
- Tour of Ritchie Center and locker rooms
- Newman performances

Invitation to all members to openly send out event information to listserv
Add Newman performances with staff tickets available to newsletter